HAYAGRIVA:
0 Kumbha Sambhaval Whoso hears this sacred story of SRI DEVI LALITAMBA
all Siddhis reside in his hands and will never depart from him.
WHOSO reads or even listens to it will attain Deva Loka, being freed from all
sins.
HE/SHE who desires a spouse will obtain a most desirable one; One who is
after victory, will attain victory; who desires moksha, will attain moksha, who wants
dharma, will get dharma; who is after artha, will get artha; who wants children will
obtain children; who is after wisdom or the sciences will obtain them without fail;
who desires Yoga will receive Yoga; A king who desires a kingdom, will win a kingdom;
He who desires to gain a village, will get a village; the pregnant woman will obtain a
son; a virgin will obtain a good husband; and a bachelor a devout wife.
Whatever one may desire, by reading of this story, or by listening to it,one will
immediately obtain one's desires; and the Devas will certainly be kind and generous
to such an one.
A Ruler who listens to the history of Sri Devi's successful war against
Bhandasura, will become fearless of his foes and obtain victory, of a certain. Whoso
reads this sacred story of Sri Devi Lalita, on purpose and with devotion , will be
blessed with sons grandsons and great grand children; and will be cured of all
diseases, whether due to vaata, pitta or sleshma. He/She will not become prey to
accidental or any other form of sudden death; no serpent will ever bite him, nor
insects sting. One will not succumb to poison; for poison will have no power over
such ; one will not be dull or stupid, mute or dumb; one will not have fear of any
being; nor need one have fear of earthquakes, floods, famines etc.
Black magic will not touch such an one.
One who reads it daily will obtain full satisfaction of all one's cherished desires.
Whatever punya is acquired by pilgrimages to holy places and theerthas, by
reading or listening to this, one obtains such punya crorefold more; also the punya
obtained by performing ten times Rajasuya and hundred times Agnishtoma will be
gained by reading this.
^No Bhuta or animal or man or anything can slay such an one: and one will live
full span of life free from all diseases.
When in danger from a King, Ruler or Government Action, when ill or beset by
robbers etc.. the thought of this story or remembrance of any part of it, or the reading
of it with purpose, will free one from all such troubles, trials and tribulations.
Wherever this book is copied or rewritten, 0 Kumbhasambhava! that place will
be free from diseases, famine and poverty.
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